
Year 4 South America C�ass
Thomas Bu��ock Church of Eng�and Primary Academy 

Medium term p�an Summer Term 2
2�23/2�24

SUM 2 Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7

W/C 3/6/24
MTC

10/6/24
MTC

Assessment week

17/6/24 24/6/24

Norfolk Show

11/7/24 8/7/24 15/7/24
4 days,
transition days

Value Environment – The wider world

Theme The USA

English Hansel and Gretel
Setting Description

The Lost Happy Endings
Narrative story end

Atlas of Adventures
Persuasive travel brochure

Outcome -Figurative language
in settings, powerful
adjectives
-Rhetorical
questions and
onomatopoeia for
suspense.
-Using subordinate
clauses effectively 
-Discuss structure of
the model text and
its content.

- Plan description
-Write the
beginning of my
setting description
Gold write –
setting description

-Write the ending of
my description.
-Edit and publish

 Make predictions
based on the
images and texts
- Make predictions
from details 
- Draw inferences
from a character’s
thoughts and
feelings.

-Form ideas to
create a plot. 
-Use figurative
language to
describe setting
-Discuss
structure of
model text and
its content.
-Plan my story

-Write story 
-Edit and publish

- Gold write

-Features of
model text 

- Persuasive
techniques and
devices
-Layout and
cohesion
-Research based
on chosen state
of USA 
- Plan specific
sections, intro,
food, landmarks,
people,
experiences and
did you know box
-Useful adjectives

-Write up travel
brochure
(Introduction,
travel, places,
things to do,
food) 
-Edit and publish
on computers.

Grammar focus capital letters and full stops
commas
Alan Peat Sentence Types
Rhetorical questions
Language for suspense
Subordinate clauses

Figurative language
Chronological order
Cohesive devices
Paragraphing
Inferences
Punctuated speech and reporting clauses

Cohesion
Chronology
Subheadings
Persuasive language
Second person
Factual information
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Relative clauses for GD pupils
Past progressive tense
Onomatopoeia

Synonyms

Spelling -er/-est suffix -ing suffix -j sound ending -ll sound
ending

contractions Suffixes after a
‘y’

Ant, ent, ancy,
ency endings

Maths Time Time/Shape Shape Shape/
Statistics

Statistics/
position and
direction

Position and
direction/

consolidation
Review

-Understanding a
clock and how to
tell the time.
-Years, months,
weeks and days
-Hours, minutes
and seconds
-Convert between
analogue and
digital times
- Convert to the
24-hour clock

-Convert from the
24-hour clock.
- Understand
angles as turns

- Identify angles
- Compare and
order angles
- Triangles
- Quadrilaterals
- Polygons

- Lines of
symmetry
- Complete a
symmetric
figure
-Interpret
charts
-Comparison,
sum and
difference.
- Interpret line
graphs.

- Draw line
graphs.
- Describe
position using
coordinates
-Plot
coordinates
- Draw 2-D
shapes on a grid
-Translate on a
grid

-Describe
translation of a
grid
- Position and
direction
coordinate
investigation.
- 3- and 4-digit
addition and
subtraction.
- 2- and 3-digit
multiplication
- equivalent
factions

Science Electricity

What is electricity
and how do we
use it?

How do I make an
electrical circuit?

How can I make
bulbs light up
and turn off?

What changes
the brightness
of a bulb in a
circuit?

What materials
are conductors
and insulators
of electricity?

Design
challenge

Review

ART

Computing Programming – Repetition in games.
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Using loops to
create shapes

Different loops Animate your
name

Modifying a
game

Designing a
game

Creating our
games

Sharing our
games

Design and
Technology

Corn bread

Investigate
cultural aspects of
corn bread

Discuss flavouring
food and tasting
corn bread

Build a recipe for
corn bread

Experiment
with combining
ingredients
understanding
seasonality.

Make
traditional corn
bread

Taste and
evaluate corn
bread

Make corn
bread with
added flavours.

Geography The USA

Where in the
worlds in the USA
and what the
climate is like
there?

What are the
states of the USA
and how do their
populations vary?

What is the
physical
landscape like
across the USA?

What are some
of the most
significant
man-made
landmarks in
the USA?

How does
California
compare to
other states?

What is it like in
New York and
New York city?

Brochure

History

French At the tea room/At the café/ At the restaurant

Introduce the
eleven masculine
nouns with the
indefinite
article/determiner
for popular food
and drink typically
offered in a
French salon de
thé.

Develop a bank of
vocabulary for the
unit by
introducing a
further nine
feminine nouns
with the
indefinite
article/determiner
for popular food
and drink typically
offered in a

Revise and
consolidate all
the foods/snacks
and drinks and
learn the
transactional
language
required to order
what you would
like to eat and
drink in a salon
de thé.

Consolidate
the previously
learnt
vocabulary and
expand by
learning how
to ask for the
bill and how to
say thank you
and goodbye in
French.

Understand
French currency
better,
improving
cultural
understanding,
and using
mathematical
knowledge to
calculate a bill
in a French
salon de thé.

Revise all
language
covered so far
and complete
assessment for
the unit.

French tea
party
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French salon de
thé.

P. E Real P.E/ Athletics

Music Music Hub

Religious
Education

What does sacrifice mean?

Discussing the
meaning of
sacrifice

Sacrifice sort
religious and
non-religious,
short and ling
term giving things
up

Fourth pillar of
Islam. Sacrifice in
different faiths

Sacrifice in
Christianity

Humanism
approach to
sacrifice

Defining sacrifice in religions and
world views and how we show
sacrifice in our own lives.

PSHE/RSE PSHE: Keeping safe medicines and house hold products RSE: My body

Recognise the
importance of
taking medicines
correctly and
using household
products safely.

Recognise what is
meant by a ‘drug’
and drugs that are
common in everyday
life (cigarettes,
alcohol) that can
affect health and
wellbeing.

Understand side
effects and risks
associated with
common drug use
breaking habits.

I started as an
egg

How I have
changed and
developed

Puberty
predictions

Emotions in
puberty

Trips/Experiences Royal Norfolk Show


